
Working
Together
For Change. See how we're working

towards our goals



Our Goals at a Glance
We are a national model being the only collaborative organization comprised of local
governments in the United States that feature a major metropolitan city at its core.

Brings together the
City of Pittsburgh
and surrounding
municipalities

1
Identifies common
public policy
challenges 

2
Advocates for
collective change
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Members are municipalities, not individuals
Each member municipality designates 1-3 elected and
appointed officials to be representatives on the Executive
Committee
Members come together to collaborate to solve pressing
policy issues for our region

Who is CONNECT?



CONNECT is the flagship initiative of GSPIA Center for Metropolitan Studies and a
point of access and pipeline for public administrative talent and best practices in

the region.
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Policy Think
Tank
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Incubator
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Membership
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Southwestern Pennsylvania is a very fragmented
region; we have the country’s most local
governments per capita.

We are immersed in the latest best practices and
cutting-edge research

Our region is full of expert practitioner leaders
working in silos

To collaborate across sectors and political
boundaries in public and private partnerships 

Co-developing well-informed models and decision-
making processes built on strong relationships and
trust.

Why do we need
to CONNECT?



Working Groups
To expand the various facets of our work 1

2

3

Infrastructure & Utilities
Coordination Working Group:
Stormwater regionalization &
governance; Implementing
Coordinate PA software.

Economic & Economic Development
Working Group: Recycling
Coordination, Transit-Oriented
Development, Lead safety.

Public Safety, Health, & Human
Resources Working Group: Law
Enforcement Assisted Diversion; the
2020 Census, Volunteer fire;
Community Policing.



Convenes and communicates for its regional membership, 
Co-develops research and advocacy agendas, 
Incubates and pilots policies programs,
Represents CONNECT agenda on multiple policy-oriented
working groups and committees
Engages faculty and graduate students to participate in,
contribute to, and learn from all facets of the work. 

Some of what we do...



Stay
CONNECTed

connect.pitt.edu


